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PULITZER PRIZE WINNER• NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A landmark work of history explores
how a group of greatly gifted but deeply flawed individuals—Hamilton, Burr, Jefferson, Franklin,
Washington, Adams, and Madison—confronted the overwhelming challenges before them to set
the course for our nation.“A splendid book—humane, learned, written with flair and radiant with a
calm intelligence and wit.” —The New York Times Book ReviewThe United States was more a
fragile hope than a reality in 1790. During the decade that followed, the Founding Fathers—re-
examined here as Founding Brothers—combined the ideals of the Declaration of Independence
with the content of the Constitution to create the practical workings of our government. Through
an analysis of six fascinating episodes—Hamilton and Burr’s deadly duel, Washington’s
precedent-setting Farewell Address, Adams’ administration and political partnership with his
wife, the debate about where to place the capital, Franklin’s attempt to force Congress to
confront the issue of slavery and Madison’s attempts to block him, and Jefferson and Adams’
famous correspondence—Founding Brothers brings to life the vital issues and personalities from
the most important decade in our nation’s history.

“Founding Brothers is a wonderful book, one of the best ... on the Founders ever written.... Ellis
has established himself as the Founders’ historian for our time.” —Gordon S. Wood, The New
York Review of Books“Vivid and unforgettable ... [an] enduring achievement.” —The Boston
Globe“A splendid book—humane, learned, written with flair and radiant with a calm intelligence
and wit.” —The New York Times Book Review“Lively and illuminating ... leaves the reader with a
visceral sense of a formative era in American life.” —The New York Times“Masterful....
Fascinating.... Ellis is an elegant stylist.... [He] captures the passion the founders brought to the
revolutionary project... [A] very fine book.” —Chicago Tribune“Learned, exceedingly well-written,
and perceptive.” —The Oregonian“Lucid.... Ellis has such command of the subject matter that it
feels fresh, particularly as he segues from psychological to political, even to physical analysis....
Ellis’s storytelling helps us more fully hear the Brothers’ voices.” —Business Week“Splendid....
Revealing.... An extraordinary book. Its insightful conclusions rest on extensive research, and its
author’s writing is vigorous and lucid.” —St. Louis Post-DispatchFrom the Inside FlapIn this
landmark work of history, the National Book Award—winning author of American Sphinx
explores how a group of greatly gifted but deeply flawed individuals–Hamilton, Burr, Jefferson,
Franklin, Washington, Adams, and Madison–confronted the overwhelming challenges before
them to set the course for our nation.The United States was more a fragile hope than a reality in
1790. During the decade that followed, the Founding Fathers–re-examined here as Founding
Brothers–combined the ideals of the Declaration of Independence with the content of the
Constitution to create the practical workings of our government. Through an analysis of six



fascinating episodes–Hamilton and Burr's deadly duel, Washington's precedent-setting Farewell
Address, Adams' administration and political partnership with his wife, the debate about where
to place the capital, Franklin's attempt to force Congress to confront the issue of slavery and
Madison's attempts to block him, and Jefferson and Adams' famous correspondence–Founding
Brothers brings to life the vital issues and personalities from the most important decade in our
nation's history.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back Cover“A splendid book–
humane, learned, written with flair and radiant with a calm intelligence and wit.”–The New York
Times Book Review“Lively and illuminating…leaves the reader with a visceral sense of a
formative era in American life.”–The New York Times“Masterful…. Fascinating…. Ellis is an
elegant stylist…. [He] captures the passion the founders brought to the revolutionary project….
[A] very fine book.”–Chicago Tribune“Learned, exceedingly well-written, and perceptive.”–The
Oregonian“Lucid…. Ellis has such command of the subject matter that it feels fresh, particularly
as he segues from psychological to political, even to physical analysis…. Ellis’s storytelling helps
us more fully hear the Brothers’ voices.”–Business Week“Splendid…. Revealing…. An
extraordinary book. Its insightful conclusions rest on extensive research, and its author’s writing
is vigorous and lucid.”–St. Louis Post-Dispatch“Vivid and unforgettable . . . [an] enduring
achievement.” –The Boston Globe“Founding Brothers is a wonderful book, one of the best . . . on
the Founders ever written. . . . Ellis has established himself as the Founders’ historian for our
time.” –Gordon S. Wood, The New York Review of Books--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The GenerationNo event in
American history which was so improbable at the time has seemed so inevitable in retrospect as
the American Revolution. On the inevitability side, it is true there were voices back then urging
prospective patriots to regard American independence as an early version of manifest destiny.
Tom Paine, for example, claimed that it was simply a matter of common sense that an island
could not rule a continent. And Thomas Jefferson's lyrical rendering of the reasons for the entire
revolutionary enterprise emphasized the self-evident character of the principles at stake.Several
other prominent American revolutionaries also talked as if they were actors in a historical drama
whose script had already been written by the gods. In his old age, John Adams recalled his
youthful intimations of the providential forces at work: "There is nothing . . . more ancient in my
memory," he wrote in 1807, "than the observation that arts, sciences, and empire had always
travelled westward. And in conversation it was always added, since I was a child, that their next
leap would be over the Atlantic into America." Adams instructed his beloved Abigail to start
saving all his letters even before the outbreak of the war for independence. Then in June of
1776, he purchased "a Folio Book" to preserve copies of his entire correspondence in order to
record, as he put it, "the great Events which are passed, and those greater which are rapidly
advancing." Of course we tend to remember only the prophets who turn out to be right, but there
does seem to have been a broadly shared sense within the revolutionary generation that they
were "present at the creation."These early premonitions of American destiny have been
reinforced and locked into our collective memory by the subsequent triumph of the political



ideals the American Revolution first announced, as Jefferson so nicely put it, "to a candid world."
Throughout Asia, Africa, and Latin America, former colonies of European powers have won their
independence with such predictable regularity that colonial status has become an exotic vestige
of bygone days, a mere way station for emerging nations. The republican experiment launched
so boldly by the revolutionary generation in America encountered entrenched opposition in the
two centuries that followed, but it thoroughly vanquished the monarchical dynasties of the
nineteenth century and then the totalitarian despotisms of the twentieth, just as Jefferson
predicted it would. Though it seems somewhat extreme to declare, as one contemporary
political philosopher has phrased it, that "the end of history" is now at hand, it is true that all
alternative forms of political organization appear to be fighting a futile rear-guard action against
the liberal institutions and ideas first established in the United States in the late eighteenth
century. At least it seems safe to say that some form of representative government based on the
principle of popular sovereignty and some form of market economy fueled by the energies of
individual citizens have become the commonly accepted ingredients for national success
throughout the world. These legacies are so familiar to us, we are so accustomed to taking their
success for granted, that the era in which they were born cannot help but be remembered as a
land of foregone conclusions.Despite the confident and providential statements of leaders like
Paine, Jefferson, and Adams, the conclusions that look so foregone to us had yet to congeal for
them. The old adage applies: Men make history, and the leading members of the revolutionary
generation realized they were doing so, but they can never know the history they are making. We
can look back and make the era of the American Revolution a center point, then scan the terrain
upstream and downstream, but they can only know what is downstream. An anecdote that
Benjamin Rush, the Philadelphia physician and signer of the Declaration of Independence, liked
to tell in his old age makes the point memorably. On July 4, 1776, just after the Continental
Congress had finished making its revisions of the Declaration and sent it off to the printer for
publication, Rush overheard a conversation between Benjamin Harrison of Virginia and Elbridge
Gerry of Massachusetts: "I shall have a great advantage over you, Mr. Gerry," said Harrison,
"when we are all hung for what we are now doing. From the size and weight of my body I shall
die in a few minutes, but from the lightness of your body you will dance in the air an hour or two
before you are dead." Rush recalled that the comment "procured a transient smile, but it was
soon succeeded by the solemnity with which the whole business was conducted."Based on
what we now know about the military history of the American Revolution, if the British
commanders had prosecuted the war more vigorously in its earliest stages, the Continental
Army might very well have been destroyed at the start and the movement for American
independence nipped in the bud. The signers of the Declaration would then have been hunted
down, tried, and executed for treason, and American history would have flowed forward in a
wholly different direction.In the long run, the evolution of an independent American nation,
gradually developing its political and economic strength over the nineteenth century within the
protective constraints of the British Empire, was virtually inevitable. This was Paine's point. But



that was not the way history happened. The creation of a separate American nation occurred
suddenly rather than gradually, in revolutionary rather than evolutionary fashion, the decisive
events that shaped the political ideas and institutions of the emerging state all taking place with
dynamic intensity during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. No one present at the start
knew how it would turn out in the end. What in retrospect has the look of a foreordained
unfolding of God's will was in reality an improvisational affair in which sheer chance, pure luck--
both good and bad--and specific decisions made in the crucible of specific military and political
crises determined the outcome. At the dawn of a new century, indeed a new millennium, the
United States is now the oldest enduring republic in world history, with a set of political
institutions and traditions that have stood the test of time. The basic framework for all these
institutions and traditions was built in a sudden spasm of enforced inspiration and makeshift
construction during the final decades of the eighteenth century.If hindsight enhances our
appreciation for the solidity and stability of the republican legacy, it also blinds us to the truly
stunning improbability of the achievement itself. All the major accomplishments were
unprecedented. Though there have been many successful colonial rebellions against imperial
domination since the American Revolution, none had occurred before. Taken together, the
British army and navy constituted the most powerful military force in the world, destined in the
course of the succeeding century to defeat all national competitors for its claim as the first
hegemonic power of the modern era. Though the republican paradigm--representative
government bottomed on the principle of popular sovereignty--has become the political norm in
the twentieth century, no republican government prior to the American Revolution, apart from a
few Swiss cantons and Greek city-states, had ever survived for long, and none had ever been
tried over a landmass as large as the thirteen colonies. (There was one exception, but it proved
the rule: the short-lived Roman Republic of Cicero, which succumbed to the imperial command
of Julius Caesar.) And finally the thirteen colonies, spread along the Eastern Seaboard and
stretching inward to the Alleghenies and beyond into unexplored forests occupied by hostile
Indian tribes, had no history of enduring cooperation. The very term American Revolution
propagates a wholly fictional sense of national coherence not present at the moment and only
discernible in latent form by historians engaged in after-the-fact appraisals of how it could
possibly have turned out so well.Hindsight, then, is a tricky tool. Too much of it and we obscure
the all-pervasive sense of contingency as well as the problematic character of the choices facing
the revolutionary generation. On the other hand, without some measure of hindsight, some
panoramic perspective on the past from our perch in the present, we lose the chief advantage--
perhaps the only advantage--that the discipline of history provides, and we are then thrown
without resources into the patternless swirl of events with all the time-bound participants
themselves. What we need is a form of hindsight that does not impose itself arbitrarily on the
mentality of the revolutionary generation, does not presume that we are witnessing the birth of
an inevitable American superpower. We need a historical perspective that frames the issues with
one eye on the precarious contingencies felt at the time, while the other eye looks forward to the



more expansive consequences perceived dimly, if at all, by those trapped in the moment. We
need, in effect, to be nearsighted and farsighted at the same time.On the farsighted side, the key
insight, recognized by a few of the political leaders in the revolutionary generation, is that the
geographic isolation of the North American continent and the bountiful natural resources
contained within it provided the fledging nation with massive advantages and almost limitless
potential. In 1783, just after the military victory over Great Britain was confirmed in the Treaty of
Paris, no less a figure than George Washington gave this continental vision its most eloquent
formulation: "The Citizens of America," Washington wrote, "placed in the most enviable
condition, as the sole Lords and Proprietors of a vast Tract of Continent, comprehending all the
various soils and climates of the World, and abounding with all the necessaries and co... --This
text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJoseph J. Ellis is the author of several
books of American history, among them Passionate Sage: The Character and Legacy of John
Adamsand American Sphinx: The Character of Thomas Jefferson, which won the 1997 National
Book Award. He was educated at the College of William and Mary and Yale University and lives
in Amherst, Massachusetts, with his wife, Ellen, and three sons. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.In retrospect, it seems as if the American Revolution was inevitable. But was
it? In Founding Brothers, Joseph J. Ellis reveals that many of those truths we hold to be self-
evident were actually fiercely contested in the early days of the republic.Ellis focuses on six
crucial moments in the life of the new nation, including a secret dinner at which the seat of the
nation's capital was determined--in exchange for support of Hamilton's financial plan;
Washington's precedent-setting Farewell Address; and the Hamilton and Burr duel. Most
interesting, perhaps, is the debate (still dividing scholars today) over the meaning of the
Revolution. In a fascinating chapter on the renewed friendship between John Adams and
Thomas Jefferson at the end of their lives, Ellis points out the fundamental differences between
the Republicans, who saw the Revolution as a liberating act and hold the Declaration of
Independence most sacred, and the Federalists, who saw the revolution as a step in the building
of American nationhood and hold the Constitution most dear. Throughout the text, Ellis explains
the personal, face-to-face nature of early American politics--and notes that the members of the
revolutionary generation were conscious of the fact that they were establishing precedents on
which future generations would rely.In Founding Brothers, Ellis (whose American Sphinx won the
National Book Award for nonfiction in 1997) has written an elegant and engaging narrative, sure
to become a classic. Highly recommended. --Sunny Delaney--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistAn outstanding biographer of Jefferson (American Sphinx,
1997), Ellis takes up new lines in this exploration of the "gestative" 1790s. He tailors six stories
about political episodes that highlight a founder's character, convictions, and actions. Ellis'
purpose in this storytelling is to underscore how vulnerable to dissolution the founders felt their
creation to be, thereby explaining the controversies (such as the compromises with slavery) that
to this day excite not just scholarly but general debate about what the Declaration and
Constitution achieved. For example, Ben Franklin's last public act, signing a ban-the-slave-trade



petition to the First Congress in 1790, provoked a floor argument so fierce about abolition it
raised the spectre of disunion; Washington expressed relief with Congress' resolution to do
nothing and debate no more about the matter. Ellis recounts equally fluidly and astutely such
episodes as Hamilton's death; the bargain that sited the capital on the Potomac; Washington's
Farewell Address; and the germination of parties. Palpably steeped in a career's worth of
immersion in the early republic, Ellis' essays are angled, fascinating, and perfect for general-
interest readers. Gilbert TaylorCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“A splendid book–humane, learned,
written with flair and radiant with a calm intelligence and wit.”–The New York Times Book
Review“Lively and illuminating…leaves the reader with a visceral sense of a formative era in
American life.”–The New York Times“Masterful…. Fascinating…. Ellis is an elegant stylist…. [He]
captures the passion the founders brought to the revolutionary project…. [A] very fine book.”–
Chicago Tribune“Learned, exceedingly well-written, and perceptive.”–The Oregonian“Lucid….
Ellis has such command of the subject matter that it feels fresh, particularly as he segues from
psychological to political, even to physical analysis…. Ellis’s storytelling helps us more fully hear
the Brothers’ voices.”–Business Week“Splendid…. Revealing…. An extraordinary book. Its
insightful conclusions rest on extensive research, and its author’s writing is vigorous and lucid.”–
St. Louis Post-Dispatch“Vivid and unforgettable . . . [an] enduring achievement.” –The Boston
Globe“Founding Brothers is a wonderful book, one of the best . . . on the Founders ever
written. . . . Ellis has established himself as the Founders’ historian for our time.” –Gordon S.
Wood, The New York Review of Books--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Library JournalHaving considered Thomas Jefferson in his National Book Award
winner, American Sphinx, Ellis expands his horizons to include Jefferson's "brothers," e.g.,
Washington, Madison, and Burr.Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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ACCLAIM FOR JOSEPH J. ELLIS’sFounding Brothers“Lively and illuminating … leaves the
reader with a visceral sense of a formative era in American life.… A shrewd, insightful book.”—
The New York Times“Masterful.… Fascinating.… Ellis is an elegant stylist.… [He] captures the
passion the founders brought to the revolutionary project.… [A] very fine book.”—Chicago
Tribune“Splendid.… Revealing.… An extraordinary book. Its insightful conclusions rest on
extensive research, and its author’s writing is vigorous and lucid.”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch“Ellis
has shown here the considerable power of knowledge—his knowledge.… [He] unpacks the real
issues for his readers, revealing the driving assumptions and riveting fears that animated
Americans’ first encounter with the organized ideologies and interests we call parties.”—The
Washington Post Book World“Lucid.… Bustling stories that … describ[e] how our early republic
‘looked and felt.’ … Founding Brothers takes on timeworn topics and leavens them with telling
details.… Ellis has such command of the subject matter that it feels fresh, particularly as he
segues from psychological to political, even to physical analysis.… Ellis’s storytelling helps us
more fully hear the Brothers’ voices.”—Business Week“Magnificent.… Ellis eloquently conveys
the interconnected personal relationships and overriding issues that set the nation’s course.…
Carefully researched, beautifully written.”—Book Page“Succinct and telling portraits.… Even
those familiar with ‘the Revolutionary generation’ will … find much in its pages to captivate and
enlarge their understanding of our nation’s fledgling years.”—The New York Times Book
Review“Subtle.… Readers who fancy detective stories … will enjoy following Ellis down various
conjectural trails.… And those who appreciate the untangling of thought processes will enjoy
seeing Ellis tease out the deeper meanings behind the words of his protagonists.… Splendid.”—
The News & Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina)“Learned, exceedingly well-written, and
perceptive.… Ellis is at his best conveying not only the historical perspective of these patrons of
the American Revolution, but also the personal hurts, joys, capitulations, regrets, recantations of
old wrongs, familial tragedies, and ultimately the final judgments they make about each other
and the Revolution. Along the way, Ellis manages something rare in a history, rare in any writing:
he captures the ineffable qualities that inhabit friendship.”—The Oregonian“Ellis has long been a
lamp unto the feet of those who study the Revolutionary and early national periods.… His
judgments are balanced, and his prose is effortless, every page a reward to read.”—Houston
Chronicle“Splendid.… A remarkable read.… Ellis’s touching portraits are wonderful.… Ellis has
a scholar’s head but a writer’s heart.… [He] tells the human details of these superhumans in
short vignettes that work as individual stories [and] has a gift for selecting the best detail to
illustrate an important trait or event.”— The Atlanta Journal-ConstitutionJOSEPH J.
ELLISFounding BrothersJoseph J. Ellis is the author of several books of American history,
among them Passionate Sage: The Character and Legacy of John Adams and American
Sphinx: The Character of Thomas Jefferson, which won the 1997 National Book Award. He was
educated at the College of William and Mary and Yale University and lives in Amherst,
Massachusetts, with his wife, Ellen, and three sons.ALSO BY JOSEPH J. ELLISAmerican
Sphinx:The Character of Thomas JeffersonPassionate Sage:The Character and Legacy of John



AdamsAfter the Revolution:Profiles of Early American CultureSchool for Soldiers:West Point and
the Profession of Arms (with Robert Moore)The New England Mind in TransitionFIRST VINTAGE
BOOKS EDITION, FEBRUARY 2002Copyright © 2000 by Joseph J. EllisAll rights reserved
under International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. Published in the United States by
Vintage Books, a division of Random House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada by
Random House of Canada Limited, Toronto. Originally published in hardcover in the United
States by Alfred A. Knopf, a division of Random House, Inc., New York, in 2000.Vintage and
colophon are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.The Library of Congress has
cataloged the Knopf edition as follows:Ellis, Joseph J.Founding brothers: the revolutionary
generation / by Joseph J. Ellis.—1st ed.p. cm.1. Statesmen—United States—Biography—
Anecdotes.2. Presidents—United States—Biography—Anecdotes. 3. United States—History—
1783-1815—Anecdotes.4. United States—Politics and government—1783-1809—Anecdotes.I.
Title.1302.5.145 2000973.4′092′2—1121 99-059304v3.1_r5For
EllenCONTENTSCoverAbout the AuthorOther Books by This AuthorTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationAcknowledgmentsPreface: The GenerationChapter One: The
DuelChapter Two: The DinnerChapter Three: The SilenceChapter Four: The FarewellChapter
Five: The CollaboratorsChapter Six: The FriendshipNotesACKNOWLEDGMENTSTHE IDEA
that gives this book its shape first came to mind while rereading a mischievous little classic by
Lytton Strachey entitled Eminent Victorians. My problem, at least as I understood it at that early
stage, was a matter of scope and scale. I wanted to write a modest-sized account of a massive
historical subject, wished to recover a seminal moment in American history without tripping over
the dead bodies of my many scholarly predecessors, hoped to render human and accessible
that generation of political leaders customarily deified and capitalized as Founding
Fathers.Eminent Victorians made Strachey famous for the sophistication of his prejudices—his
title was deeply ironic—but I want to thank him for giving me the courage of mine. His animating
idea, a combination of stealth and selectivity, was that less could be more. “It is not by the direct
method of scrupulous narration,” Strachey wrote,that the explorer of the past can hope to depict
a singular epoch. If he is wise, he will adopt a subtler strategy. He will attack his subject in
unexpected places; he will fall upon the flank and rear; he will shoot a sudden revealing
searchlight into obscure recesses, hitherto undivined. He will row out over the great ocean of
material, and lower down into it, here and there, a little bucket, which will bring up to the light of
day some characteristic specimen, from those far depths, to be examined with a careful
curiosity.With this model in mind, I rowed out over the great ocean of material generated in the
founding era of American nationhood, lowered my little bucket as far down as my rope could
reach, then made sense out of the characteristic specimens I hoisted up with as much
storytelling skill as my imagination allowed.The characteristic specimens were drawn from that
rich depository of published letters and documents generated by scholarly editors over the past
half-century. Like everyone else who has tried to make sense out of America’s revolutionary
generation, I am deeply indebted to the modern editions of their papers. The endnotes reflect my



dependence on specific collections, but let me record here a more comprehensive appreciation
for the larger project of preservation and publication that, thanks to federal and private funding,
permit us to recover the story of America’s founding in all its messy grandeur.As soon as I had
drafted a chapter, I sent it out for criticism to fellow scholars with specialized knowledge about
the issues raised in that particular story. The following colleagues saved me from countless
blunders: Richard Brookhiser, Andrew Burstein, Robert Dalzell, David Brion Davis, Joanne
Freeman, Donald Higginbotham, Pauline Maier, Louis Mazur, Philip Morgan, Peter Onuf, and
Gordon Wood. As anyone familiar with the historical profession can attest, I had the benefit of
criticism from some of the best minds in the business. What I chose to do with it, of course,
remains my responsibility.Three friends and mentors read the entire manuscript and offered
substantive or stylistic suggestions on the book as a whole: Eric McKitrick, who knows more
about the political culture of the early republic than anyone else; Edmund Morgan, who first
taught me to do American history and still does it better than anyone else; Stephen Smith,
whose current position as editor of U.S. News and World Report somewhat conceals his calling
as the sharpest pencil inside or outside the beltway.The entire manuscript was handwritten in
ink, not with a quill but with a medium-point rollerball pen. The art of deciphering my scrawl and
transcribing the words onto a disk fell first to Helen Canney, who worked with me on three
previous books but was taken away at an early stage of this one. Holly Sharac picked up where
she left off without missing a beat.My agent, Gerald McCauley, handled the contractual
intricacies of publication and then became a one-man cheering section on the sidelines. Ashbel
Green, my editor at Knopf, lived up to his reputation as the salt of the earth. His able assistant,
Asya Muchnick, supervised the editing process with a hard eye and a soft heart.My older sons,
Peter and Scott, drifted to different ends of the earth while these pages filled up. My youngest
son, Alexander, doodled in the margins of several pages while practicing his own handwriting.
Taken together, my children served as models for the affectionate rivalry that is brotherhood.My
wife endured the vacant stares of a partner whose physical presence belied the mental absence
of an author living back there in the eighteenth century. For that, but not for that alone, she
deserves the dedication offered at the start.Joseph J. EllisAmherst,
MassachusettsPREFACEThe GenerationNO EVENT in American history which was so
improbable at the time has seemed so inevitable in retrospect as the American Revolution. On
the inevitability side, it is true there were voices back then urging prospective patriots to regard
American independence as an early version of manifest destiny. Tom Paine, for example,
claimed that it was simply a matter of common sense that an island could not rule a continent.
And Thomas Jefferson’s lyrical rendering of the reasons for the entire revolutionary enterprise
emphasized the self-evident character of the principles at stake.Several other prominent
American revolutionaries also talked as if they were actors in a historical drama whose script
had already been written by the gods. In his old age, John Adams recalled his youthful
intimations of the providential forces at work: “There is nothing … more ancient in my memory,”
he wrote in 1807, “than the observation that arts, sciences, and empire had always travelled



westward. And in conversation it was always added, since I was a child, that their next leap
would be over the Atlantic into America.” Adams instructed his beloved Abigail to start saving all
his letters even before the outbreak of the war for independence. Then in June of 1776, he
purchased “a Folio Book” to preserve copies of his entire correspondence in order to record, as
he put it, “the great Events which are passed, and those greater which are rapidly advancing.” Of
course we tend to remember only the prophets who turn out to be right, but there does seem to
have been a broadly shared sense within the revolutionary generation that they were “present at
the creation.”1These early premonitions of American destiny have been reinforced and locked
into our collective memory by the subsequent triumph of the political ideals the American
Revolution first announced, as Jefferson so nicely put it, “to a candid world.” Throughout Asia,
Africa, and Latin America, former colonies of European powers have won their independence
with such predictable regularity that colonial status has become an exotic vestige of bygone
days, a mere way station for emerging nations. The republican experiment launched so boldly by
the revolutionary generation in America encountered entrenched opposition in the two centuries
that followed, but it thoroughly vanquished the monarchical dynasties of the nineteenth century
and then the totalitarian despotisms of the twentieth, just as Jefferson predicted it would.
Though it seems somewhat extreme to declare, as one contemporary political philosopher has
phrased it, that “the end of history” is now at hand, it is true that all alternative forms of political
organization appear to be fighting a futile rearguard action against the liberal institutions and
ideas first established in the United States in the late eighteenth century. At least it seems safe
to say that some form of representative government based on the principle of popular
sovereignty and some form of market economy fueled by the energies of individual citizens have
become the commonly accepted ingredients for national success throughout the world. These
legacies are so familiar to us, we are so accustomed to taking their success for granted, that the
era in which they were born cannot help but be remembered as a land of foregone
conclusions.2Despite the confident and providential statements of leaders like Paine, Jefferson,
and Adams, the conclusions that look so foregone to us had yet to congeal for them. The old
adage applies: Men make history, and the leading members of the revolutionary generation
realized they were doing so, but they can never know the history they are making. We can look
back and make the era of the American Revolution a center point, then scan the terrain
upstream and downstream, but they can only know what is downstream. An anecdote that
Benjamin Rush, the Philadelphia physician and signer of the Declaration of Independence, liked
to tell in his old age makes the point memorably. On July 4, 1776, just after the Continental
Congress had finished making its revisions of the Declaration and sent it off to the printer for
publication, Rush overheard a conversation between Benjamin Harrison of Virginia and Elbridge
Gerry of Massachusetts: “I shall have a great advantage over you, Mr. Gerry,” said Harrison,
“when we are all hung for what we are now doing. From the size and weight of my body I shall
die in a few minutes, but from the lightness of your body you will dance in the air an hour or two
before you are dead.” Rush recalled that the comment “procured a transient smile, but it was



soon succeeded by the solemnity with which the whole business was conducted.”3Based on
what we now know about the military history of the American Revolution, if the British
commanders had prosecuted the war more vigorously in its earliest stages, the Continental
Army might very well have been destroyed at the start and the movement for American
independence nipped in the bud. The signers of the Declaration would then have been hunted
down, tried, and executed for treason, and American history would have flowed forward in a
wholly different direction.4In the long run, the evolution of an independent American nation,
gradually developing its political and economic strength over the nineteenth century within the
protective constraints of the British Empire, was probably inevitable. This was Paine’s point. But
that was not the way history happened. The creation of a separate American nation occurred
suddenly rather than gradually, in revolutionary rather than evolutionary fashion, the decisive
events that shaped the political ideas and institutions of the emerging state all taking place with
dynamic intensity during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. No one present at the start
knew how it would turn out in the end. What in retrospect has the look of a foreordained
unfolding of God’s will was in reality an improvisational affair in which sheer chance, pure luck—
both good and bad—and specific decisions made in the crucible of specific military and political
crises determined the outcome. At the dawn of a new century, indeed a new millennium, the
United States is now the oldest enduring republic in world history, with a set of political
institutions and traditions that have stood the test of time. The basic framework for all these
institutions and traditions was built in a sudden spasm of enforced inspiration and makeshift
construction during the final decades of the eighteenth century.If hindsight enhances our
appreciation for the solidity and stability of the republican legacy, it also blinds us to the truly
stunning improbability of the achievement itself. All the major accomplishments were
unprecedented. Though there have been many successful colonial rebellions against imperial
domination since the American Revolution, none had occurred before. Taken together, the
British army and navy constituted the most powerful military force in the world, destined in the
course of the succeeding century to defeat all national competitors for its claim as the first
hegemonic power of the modern era. Though the republican paradigm—representative
government bottomed on the principle of popular sovereignty—has become the political norm in
the twentieth century, no republican government prior to the American Revolution, apart from a
few Swiss cantons and Greek city-states, had ever survived for long, and none had ever been
tried over a landmass as large as the thirteen colonies. (There was one exception, but it proved
the rule: the short-lived Roman Republic of Cicero, which succumbed to the imperial command
of Julius Caesar.) And finally the thirteen colonies, spread along the eastern seaboard and
stretching inward to the Alleghenies and beyond into unexplored forests occupied by hostile
Indian tribes, had no history of enduring cooperation. The very term “American Revolution”
propagates a wholly fictional sense of national coherence not present at the moment and only
discernible in latent form by historians engaged in after-the-fact appraisals of how it could
possibly have turned out so well.Hindsight, then, is a tricky tool. Too much of it and we obscure



the all-pervasive sense of contingency as well as the problematic character of the choices facing
the revolutionary generation. On the other hand, without some measure of hindsight, some
panoramic perspective on the past from our perch in the present, we lose the chief advantage—
perhaps the only advantage—that the discipline of history provides, and we are then thrown
without resources into the patternless swirl of events with all the time-bound participants
themselves. What we need is a form of hindsight that does not impose itself arbitrarily on the
mentality of the revolutionary generation, does not presume that we are witnessing the birth of
an inevitable American superpower. We need a historical perspective that frames the issues with
one eye on the precarious contingencies felt at the time, while the other eye looks forward to the
more expansive consequences perceived dimly, if at all, by those trapped in the moment. We
need, in effect, to be nearsighted and farsighted at the same time.On the farsighted side, the key
insight, recognized by a few of the political leaders in the revolutionary generation, is that the
geographic isolation of the North American continent and the bountiful natural resources
contained within it provided the fledgling nation with massive advantages and almost limitless
potential. In 1783, just after the military victory over Great Britain was confirmed in the Treaty of
Paris, no less a figure than George Washington gave this continental vision its most eloquent
formulation: “The Citizens of America,” Washington wrote, “placed in the most enviable
condition, as the sole Lords and Proprietors of a vast Tract of Continent, comprehending all the
various soils and climates of the World, and abounding with all the necessaries and
conveniences of life, are now by the late satisfactory pacification, acknowledged to be
possessed of absolute freedom and Independence; They are, from this period, to be considered
as Actors on a most conspicuous Theatre, which seems to be peculiarly designed by
Providence for the display of human greatness and felicity.” If the infant American republic could
survive its infancy, if it could manage to endure as a coherent national entity long enough to
consolidate its natural advantages, it possessed the potential to become a dominant force in the
world.5On the nearsighted side, the key insight, shared by most of the vanguard members of the
revolutionary generation, is that the very arguments used to justify secession from the British
Empire also undermined the legitimacy of any national government capable of overseeing such
a far-flung population, or establishing uniform laws that knotted together the thirteen sovereign
states and three or four distinct geographic and economic regions. For the core argument used
to discredit the authority of Parliament and the British monarch, the primal source of what were
called “Whig principles,” was an obsessive suspicion of any centralized political power that
operated in faraway places beyond the immediate supervision or surveillance of the citizens it
claimed to govern. The national government established during the war under the Articles of
Confederation accurately embodied the cardinal conviction of revolutionary-era republicanism;
namely, that no central authority empowered to coerce or discipline the citizenry was
permissible, since it merely duplicated the monarchical and aristocratic principles that the
American Revolution had been fought to escape.6Combine the long-range and short-range
perspectives and the result becomes the central paradox of the revolutionary era, which was



also the apparently intractable dilemma facing the revolutionary generation. In sum, the long-
term prospects for the newly independent American nation were extraordinarily hopeful, almost
limitless. But the short-term prospects were bleak in the extreme, because the very size and
scale of the national enterprise, what in fact made the future so promising, overwhelmed the
governing capacities of the only republican institutions sanctioned by the Revolution. John
Adams, who gave the problem more concentrated attention than anyone except James
Madison, was periodically tempted to throw up his hands and declare the task impossible. “The
lawgivers of antiquity … legislated for single cities,” Adams observed, but “who can legislate for
20 or 30 states, each of which is greater than Greece or Rome at those times?” And since the
only way to reach the long-run glory was through the short-run gauntlet, the safest bet was that
the early American republic would dissolve into a cluster of state or regional sovereignties,
expiring, like all the republics before it, well short of the promised land.7The chief reason this did
not happen, at least from a purely legal and institutional point of view, is that in 1787 a tiny
minority of prominent political leaders from several key states conspired to draft and then ratify a
document designed to accommodate republican principles to a national scale. Over the
subsequent two centuries critics of the Constitutional Convention have called attention to
several of its more unseemly features: the convention was extralegal, since its explicit mandate
was to revise the Articles of Confederation, not replace them; its sessions were conducted in
utter secrecy; the fifty-five delegates were a propertied elite hardly representative of the
population as a whole; southern delegates used the proceedings to obtain several assurances
that slavery would not be extinguished south of the Potomac; the machinery for ratification did
not require the unanimous consent dictated by the Articles themselves. There is truth in each of
these accusations.There is also truth in the opposite claim: that the Constitutional Convention
should be called “the miracle at Philadelphia,” not in the customary, quasi-religious sense,
whereby a gathering of demigods received divine inspiration, but in the more profane and
prosaic sense that the Constitution professed to solve what was an apparently insoluble political
problem. For it purported to create a consolidated federal government with powers sufficient to
coerce obedience to national laws—in effect, to discipline a truly continental union—while
remaining true to the republican principles of 1776. At least logically, this was an impossibility,
since the core impulse of these republican principles, the original “spirit of ’76,” was an instinctive
aversion to coercive political power of any sort and a thoroughgoing dread of the inevitable
corruptions that result when unseen rulers congregate in distant places. The Antifederalist
opponents of the Constitution made precisely these points, but they were outmaneuvered,
outargued, and ultimately outvoted by a dedicated band of national advocates in nine of the
state ratifying conventions.The American Revolution thus entered a second phase and the
constitutional settlement of 1787–1788 became a second “founding moment,” alongside the
original occasion of 1776. The first founding declared American independence; the second,
American nationhood. The incompatibility of these two foundings is reflected in the divisive
character of the scholarship on the latter. Critics of the Constitution, then and now, have



condemned it as a betrayal of the core principles of the American Revolution, an American
version of France’s Thermidorian reaction. Strictly speaking, they were and are historically
correct. Defenders of the Constitution, then and now, have saluted it as a sensible
accommodation of liberty to power and a realistic compromise with the requirements of a
national domain. That has turned out, over time, to be correct, though at the time even the
advocates were not sure.Uncertainty, in fact, was the dominant mood at that moment. Historians
have emphasized the several compromises the delegates in Philadelphia brokered to produce
the constitutional consensus: the interest of large versus small states; federal versus state
jurisdiction; the sectional bargain over slavery. The most revealing feature in this compromise
motif is that on each issue, both sides could plausibly believe they had gotten the best of the
bargain. On the all-important question of sovereignty, the same artfully contrived ambiguity also
obtained: Sovereignty did not reside with the federal government or the individual states; it
resided with “the people.” What that meant was any one’s guess, since there was no such thing
at this formative stage as an American “people”; indeed, the primary purpose of the Constitution
was to provide the framework to gather together the scattered strands of the population into a
more coherent collective worthy of that designation.This latter point requires a reflective review
of recent scholarship on the complicated origins of American nationhood. Based on what we
now know about the Anglo-American connection in the pre-Revolution era—that is, before it was
severed—the initial identification of the colonial population as “Americans” came from English
writers who used the term negatively, as a way of referring to a marginal or peripheral population
unworthy of equal status with full-blooded Englishmen back at the metropolitan center of the
British Empire. The word was uttered and heard as an insult that designated an inferior or
subordinate people. The entire thrust of the colonists’ justification for independence was to reject
that designation on the grounds that they possessed all the rights of British citizens. And the
ultimate source of these rights did not lie in any indigenously American origins, but rather in a
transcendent realm of natural rights allegedly shared by all men everywhere. At least at the level
of language, then, we need to recover the eighteenth-century context of things and not read
back into those years the hallowed meanings they would acquire over the next century. The term
American, like the term democrat, began as an epithet, the former referring to an inferior,
provincial creature, the latter to one who panders to the crude and mindless whims of the
masses. At both the social and verbal levels, in short, an American nation remained a precarious
and highly problematic project—at best a work in progress.8This was pretty much how matters
stood in 1789, when the newly elected members of the federal government gathered in New
York City and proceeded to test the proposition, as Abraham Lincoln so famously put it at
Gettysburg, “whether any nation so conceived and so dedicated can long endure.” We have
already noted some of the assets and liabilities they brought along with them. On the assets side
of the historical ledger, the full list would include the following: a bountiful continent an ocean
away from European interference; a youthful population of nearly 4 million, about half of it
sixteen years of age or younger and therefore certain to grow exponentially over subsequent



decades; a broad dispersion of property ownership among the white populace, based on easy
access to available land; a clear commitment to republican political institutions rooted in the
prowess and practice of the colonial assemblies, then sanctified as the only paradigm during the
successful war for independence and institutionalized in the state constitutions; and last, but far
from least, a nearly unanimous consensus that the first chief executive would be George
Washington, only one man, to be sure, but an incalculable asset.On the liability side of the
ledger, four items topped the list: First, no one had ever established a republican government on
the scale of the United States, and the overwhelming judgment of the most respected authorities
was that it could not be done; second, the dominant intellectual legacy of the Revolution,
enshrined in the Declaration of Independence, stigmatized all concentrated political power and
even, its most virulent forms, depicted any energetic expression of governmental authority as an
alien force that all responsible citizens ought to repudiate and, if possible, overthrow; third, apart
from the support for the Continental Army during the war, which was itself sporadic, uneven, and
barely adequate to assure victory, the states and regions comprising the new nation had no
common history as a nation and no common experience behaving as a coherent collective (for
example, while drafting the Declaration in Philadelphia in June of 1776, Jefferson had written
back to friends in Virginia that it was truly disconcerting to find himself deployed at that
propitious moment nearly three hundred miles from “my country”); fourth, and finally, according
to the first census, commissioned by the Congress in 1790, nearly 700,000 inhabitants of the
fledgling American republic were black slaves, the vast majority, over 90 percent, concentrated
in the Chesapeake region and points south, their numbers also growing exponentially in a kind
of demographic defiance of all the republican rhetoric uttered since the heady days of 1776.9If
permitted to define a decade somewhat loosely, then the next decade was the most crucial and
consequential in American history. Other leading contestants for that title—the years 1855–1865
and the 1940s come to mind—can make powerful claims, to be sure, but the first decade of our
history as a sovereign nation will always have primacy because it was first. It set the precedents,
established in palpable fact what the Constitution had only outlined in purposely ambiguous
theory, thereby opening up and closing off options for all the history that followed. The Civil War,
for example, was a direct consequence of the decision to evade and delay the slavery question
during the most vulnerable early years of the republic. Similarly, America’s emergence as the
dominant world power in the 1940s could never have occurred if the United States had not
established stable national institutions at the start that permitted the consolidation of the
continent. (From the Native American perspective, of course, this consolidation was a
conquest.) The apparently irresistible urge to capitalize and mythologize as “Founding Fathers”
the most prominent members of the political leadership during this formative phase has some
historical as well as psychological foundation, for in a very real sense we are, politically, if not
genetically, still living their legacy. And the same principle also explains the parallel urge to
demonize them, since any discussion of their achievement is also an implicit conversation about
the distinctive character of American imperialism, both foreign and domestic.A kind of



electromagnetic field, therefore, surrounds this entire subject, manifesting itself as a golden
haze or halo for the vast majority of contemporary Americans, or as a contaminated radioactive
cloud for a smaller but quite vocal group of critics unhappy with what America has become or
how we have gotten here. Within the scholarly community in recent years, the main tendency
has been to take the latter side, or to sidestep the controversy by ignoring mainstream politics
altogether. Much of the best work has taken the form of a concerted effort to recover the lost
voices from the revolutionary generation—the daily life of Martha Ballard as she raised a family
and practiced midwifery on the Maine frontier; the experience of Venture Smith, a former slave
who sustained his memories of Africa and published a memoir based on them in 1798. This
trend is so pronounced that any budding historian who announces that he or she wishes to
focus on the political history of the early republic and its most prominent practitioners is
generally regarded as having inadvertently confessed a form of intellectual
bankruptcy.10Though no longer a budding historian, my own efforts in recent years, including
the pages that follow, constitute what I hope is a polite argument against the scholarly grain,
based on a set of presumptions that are so disarmingly old-fashioned that they might begin to
seem novel in the current climate. In my opinion, the central events and achievements of the
revolutionary era and the early republic were political. These events and achievements are
historically significant because they shaped the subsequent history of the United States,
including our own time. The central players in the drama were not the marginal or peripheral
figures, whose lives are more typical, but rather the political leaders at the center of the national
story who wielded power. What’s more, the shape and character of the political institutions were
determined by a relatively small number of leaders who knew each other, who collaborated and
collided with one another in patterns that replicated at the level of personality and ideology the
principle of checks and balances imbedded structurally in the Constitution.Mostly male, all
white, this collection of public figures was hardly typical of the population as a whole; nor was it,
on the other hand, a political elite like anything that existed in England or Europe. All of its
members, not just those like Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Hamilton with famously
impoverished origins, would have languished in obscurity in England or France. The pressures
and exigencies generated by the American Revolution called out and gathered together their
talents; no titled and hereditary aristocracy was in place to block their ascent; and no full-blown
democratic culture had yet emerged to dull their elitist edge. They were America’s first and, in
many respects, its only natural aristocracy. Despite recent efforts to locate the title in the
twentieth century, they comprised, by any informed and fair-minded standard, the greatest
generation of political talent in American history. They created the American republic, then held it
together throughout the volatile and vulnerable early years by sustaining their presence until
national habits and customs took root. In terms of our earlier distinction, they got us from the
short run to the long run.There are two long-established ways to tell the story, both expressions
of the political factions and ideological camps of the revolutionary era itself, and each first
articulated in the earliest histories of the period, written while several members of the



revolutionary generation were still alive. Mercy Otis Warren’s History of the American Revolution
(1805) defined the “pure republicanism” interpretation, which was also the version embraced by
the Republican party and therefore later called “the Jeffersonian interpretation.” It depicts the
American Revolution as a liberation movement, a clean break not just from English domination
but also from the historic corruptions of European monarchy and aristocracy. The ascendance of
the Federalists to power in the 1790s thus becomes a hostile takeover of the Revolution by
corrupt courtiers and moneymen (Hamilton is the chief culprit), which is eventually defeated and
the true spirit of the Revolution recovered by the triumph of the Republicans in the elections of
1800. The core revolutionary principle according to this interpretive tradition is individual liberty.
It has radical and, in modern terms, libertarian implications, because it regards any
accommodation of personal freedom to governmental discipline as dangerous. In its more
extreme forms it is a recipe for anarchy, and its attitude toward any energetic expression of
centralized political power can assume paranoid proportions.The alternative interpretation was
first given its fullest articulation by John Marshall in his massive five-volume The Life of George
Washington (1804–1807). It sees the American Revolution as an incipient national movement
with deep, if latent, origins in the colonial era. The constitutional settlement of 1787–1788 thus
becomes the natural fulfillment of the Revolution and the leaders of the Federalist party in the
1790s—Adams, Hamilton, and, most significantly, Washington—as the true heirs of the
revolutionary legacy. (Jefferson is the chief culprit.) The core revolutionary principle in this view
is collectivistic rather than individualistic, for it sees the true spirit of ’76 as the virtuous surrender
of personal, state, and sectional interests to the larger purposes of American nationhood, first
embodied in the Continental Army and later in the newly established federal government. It has
conservative but also protosocialistic implications, because it does not regard the individual as
the sovereign unit in the political equation and is more comfortable with governmental discipline
as a focusing and channeling device for national development. In its more extreme forms it
relegates personal rights and liberties to the higher authority of the state, which is “us” and not
“them,” and it therefore has both communal and despotic implications.11It is truly humbling,
perhaps even dispiriting, to realize that the historical debate over the revolutionary era and the
early republic merely recapitulates the ideological debate conducted at the time, that historians
have essentially been fighting the same battles, over and over again, that the members of the
revolutionary generation fought originally among themselves. Though many historians have
taken a compromise or split-the-difference position over the ensuing years, the basic choice has
remained constant, as historians have declared themselves Jeffersonians or Hamiltonians,
committed individualists or dedicated nationalists, liberals or conservatives, then written
accounts that favor one camp over the other, or that stigmatize one side by viewing it through the
eyes of the other, much as the contestants did back then. While we might be able to forestall
intellectual embarrassment by claiming that the underlying values at stake are timeless, and the
salient questions classical in character, the awkward truth is that we have been chasing our own
tails in an apparently endless cycle of partisan pleading. Perhaps because we are still living their



legacy, we have yet to reach a genuinely historical perspective on the revolutionary
generation.12But, again, in a way that Paine could tell us was commonsensical and Jefferson
could tell us was self-evident, both sides in the debate have legitimate claims on historical truth
and both sides speak for the deepest impulses of the American Revolution. With the American
Revolution, as with all revolutions, different factions came together in common cause to
overthrow the reigning regime, then discovered in the aftermath of their triumph that they had
fundamentally different and politically incompatible notions of what they intended. In the dizzying
sequence of events that comprises the political history of the 1790s, the full range of their
disagreement was exposed and their different agenda for the United States collided head-on.
Taking sides in this debate is like choosing between the words and the music of the American
Revolution.What distinguishes the American Revolution from most, if not all, subsequent
revolutions worthy of the name is that in the battle for supremacy, for the “true meaning” of the
Revolution, neither side completely triumphed. Here I do not just mean that the American
Revolution did not “devour its own children” and lead to blood-soaked scenes at the guillotine or
the firing-squad wall, though that is true enough. Instead, I mean that the revolutionary
generation found a way to contain the explosive energies of the debate in the form of an ongoing
argument or dialogue that was eventually institutionalized and rendered safe by the creation of
political parties. And the subsequent political history of the United States then became an
oscillation between new versions of the old tension, which broke out in violence only on the
occasion of the Civil War. In its most familiar form, dominant in the nineteenth century, the
tension assumes a constitutional appearance as a conflict between state and federal
sovereignty. The source of the disagreement goes much deeper, however, involving conflicting
attitudes toward government itself, competing versions of citizenship, differing postures toward
the twin goals of freedom and equality.But the key point is that the debate was not resolved so
much as built into the fabric of our national identity. If that means the United States is founded on
a contradiction, then so be it. With that one bloody exception, we have been living with it
successfully for over two hundred years. Lincoln once said that America was founded on a
proposition that was written by Jefferson in 1776. We are really founded on an argument about
what that proposition means.This does not mean that the political history of the early republic
can be understood as a polite forensic exercise conducted by a marvelously well-behaved
collection of demigods. Nor is the proper image a symphony orchestra; or, given the limited
numbers involved at the highest level of national politics, perhaps a chamber music ensemble,
each Founding Father playing a particular instrument that blends itself harmoniously into the
common score. The whole point is that there was no common score, no assigned instruments,
no blended harmonies. The politics of the 1790s was a truly cacophonous affair. Previous
historians have labeled it “the Age of Passion” for good reason, for in terms of shrill accusatory
rhetoric, flamboyant displays of ideological intransigence, intense personal rivalries, and
hyperbolic claims of imminent catastrophe, it has no equal in American history. The political
dialogue within the highest echelon of the revolutionary generation was a decade-long shouting



match.13How, then, did they do it? Why is it that Alfred North Whitehead was probably right to
observe that there were only two instances in Western history when the leadership of an
emerging imperial power performed as well, in retrospect, as anyone could reasonably expect?
(The first was Rome under Caesar Augustus and the second was the United States in the late
eighteenth century.) Why is it that there is a core of truth to the distinctive iconography of the
American Revolution, which does not depict dramatic scenes of mass slaughter, but, instead, a
gallery of well-dressed personalities in classical poses?14My own answers to these questions
are contained in the stories that follow, which attempt to recover the sense of urgency and
improvisation, what it looked and felt like, for the eight most prominent political leaders in the
early republic. They are, in alphabetical order, Abigail and John Adams, Aaron Burr, Benjamin
Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and George Washington.
While each episode is a self-contained narrative designed to illuminate one propitious moment
with as much storytelling skill as I can muster, taken together they feature several common
themes.First, the achievement of the revolutionary generation was a collective enterprise that
succeeded because of the diversity of personalities and ideologies present in the mix. Their
interactions and juxtapositions generated a dynamic form of balance and equilibrium, not
because any of them was perfect or infallible, but because their mutual imperfections and
fallibilities, as well as their eccentricities and excesses, checked each other in much the way that
Madison in Federalist 10 claimed that multiple factions would do in a large republic.Second, they
all knew one another personally, meaning that they broke bread together, sat together at
countless meetings, corresponded with one another about private as well as public matters.
Politics, even at the highest level in the early republic, remained a face-to-face affair in which the
contestants, even those who were locked in political battles to the death, were forced to
negotiate the emotional affinities and shared intimacies produced by frequent personal
interaction. The Adams-Jefferson rivalry and friendship is the outstanding example here, though
there are several crucial moments when critical compromises were brokered because personal
trust made it possible. Though the American republic became a nation of laws, during the initial
phase it also had to be a nation of men.Third, they managed to take the most threatening and
divisive issue off the political agenda. That issue, of course, was slavery, which was clearly
incompatible with the principles of the American Revolution, no matter what version one
championed. But it was also the political problem with the deepest social and economic roots in
the new nation, so that removing it threatened to disrupt the fragile union just as it was
congealing. Whether or not it would have been possible to put slavery on the road to extinction
without also extinguishing the nation itself remains an open question; it is the main subject of
one of the following stories. Whatever conclusion one reaches concerning that hypothetical
question, with all the advantage of hindsight and modern racial attitudes as a moral guide, the
revolutionary generation decided that the risks outweighed the prospects for success; they quite
self-consciously chose to defer the slavery question by placing any discussion of it out-of-
bounds at both the national and federal levels.Fourth, the faces that look down upon us with



such classical dignity in those portraits by John Trumbull, Gilbert Stuart, and Charles Willson
Peale, the voices that speak to us across the ages in such lyrical cadences, seem so mythically
heroic, at least in part, because they knew we would be looking and listening. All the vanguard
members of the revolutionary generation developed a keen sense of their historical significance
even while they were still making the history on which their reputations would rest. They began
posing for posterity, writing letters to us as much as to one another, especially toward the end of
their respective careers. If they sometimes look like marble statues, that is how they wanted to
look. (John Adams is one of my favorite characters, as you will see, because he was congenitally
incapable of holding the pose. His refreshing and often irreverent candor provides the clearest
window into the deeper ambitions and clashing vanities that propelled them all.) If they
sometimes behave like actors in a historical drama, that is often how they regarded themselves.
In a very real sense, we are complicitous in their achievement, since we are the audience for
which they were performing; knowing we would be watching helped to keep them on their best
behavior.15Chronology, so the saying goes, is the last refuge of the feebleminded and only
resort for historians. My narrative, while willfully episodic in character—no comprehensive
coverage of all events is claimed—follows a chronological line, with one significant exception.
The first story, about the duel between Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton, is out of sequence.
In addition to being a fascinating tale designed to catch your attention, it introduces themes that
reverberate throughout all the stories that follow by serving as the exception that proves the rule.
Here is the only occasion within the revolutionary generation when political differences ended in
violence and death rather than in ongoing argument. And Burr, if I have him right, is the odd man
out within the elite of the early republic, a colorful and intriguing character, to be sure, but a man
whose definition of character does not measure up to the standard.Enough justifying and
generalizing. If the following stories converge to make some larger point, the surest way to reach
it is through the stories themselves. It is a hot summer morning in 1804. Aaron Burr and
Alexander Hamilton are being rowed in separate boats across the Hudson River for an
appointment on the plains of Weehawken. The water is eerily calm and the air thick with a heavy
mist …CHAPTER ONEThe DuelTHE MOST succinct version of the story might go like this:On
the morning of July 11, 1804, Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton were rowed across the
Hudson River in separate boats to a secluded spot near Weehawken, New Jersey. There, in
accord with the customs of the code duello, they exchanged pistol shots at ten paces. Hamilton
was struck on his right side and died the following day. Though unhurt, Burr found that his
reputation suffered an equally fatal wound. In this, the most famous duel in American history,
both participants were casualties.While all the information in this version of the story is accurate,
its admirable brevity creates some unfortunate historical casualties of its own. After all, if the
duel between Burr and Hamilton was the most famous encounter of its kind in American history,
we should be able to conjure up a mental image of this dramatic moment, a more richly textured
picture of “The Duel.” Only a fuller rendering will allow what was called “the interview at
Weehawken” to assume its rightful place of primacy among such touted competitors as Gunfight



at the O.K. Corral or the film classic High Noon. In matters of this sort, succinct summaries will
simply not do. And so, in an effort to give this episode its requisite density of detail, to recover the
scene in its full coloration, here is a more comprehensive version, which attempts to include all
the available and indisputable evidence that survives.1AARON BURR left his home on
Richmond Hill near the southern end of Manhattan at first light on Wednesday, July 11, 1804.
Although he slept that night on his couch and in his clothes, the vice president of the United
States was a lifelong disciple of Lord Chesterfield’s maxim that a gentleman was free to do
anything he pleased as long as he did it with style. So Colonel Burr—the military title a proud
emblem of his service in the American Revolution—was elegantly attired in a silklike suit
(actually made of a fabric known as bombazine) and carried himself toward the barge on the
bank of the Hudson River with the nonchalant air of a natural aristocrat strolling to an
appointment with destiny.His grandfather, the great theologian Jonathan Edwards, had once
said that we were all depraved creatures, mere spiders hanging precariously over a never-
ending fire. But Burr’s entire life had been a sermon on the capacity of the sagacious spider to lift
himself out of hellish difficulties and spin webs that trapped others. No one can be sure what
was in Burr’s mind as a single oarsman rowed him and William Van Ness, his devoted disciple
and protégé, toward the New Jersey Palisades on the other side, but the judgment of posterity
would be that Burr had finally trapped Hamilton in his diabolical web, and he was now moving in
for the kill.2Meanwhile, just north of Richmond Hill, near present-day Wall Street, Hamilton was
boarding a small skiff with two oarsmen, his physician, Dr. David Hosack, and his own loyal
associate Nathaniel Pendleton. Like Burr, Hamilton was properly attired and also carried himself
with a similar air of gentlemanly diffidence. He also carried a military title, thus outranking Burr
with his honorary designation as “General Hamilton,” based on his last appointment, that of
inspector general of the New Army in 1799. At forty-nine, he was a year older than Burr and, like
him, was a relatively short man—an inch taller, at five feet seven inches—with similarly small
hands and feet, a somewhat delicate bone structure, and a truly distinctive head and face. He
was called “the little lion of Federalism” because he was, in truth, little.But the head was the
place where God had seen fit to mark the two men as polar opposites. Burr had the dark and
severe coloring of his Edwards ancestry, with black hair receding from the forehead and dark
brown, almost black, eyes that suggested a cross between an eagle and a raven. Hamilton had
a light peaches and cream complexion with violet-blue eyes and auburn-red hair, all of which
came together to suggest an animated beam of light to Burr’s somewhat stationary shadow.
Whereas Burr’s overall demeanor seemed subdued, as if the compressed energies of New
England Puritanism were coiled up inside him, waiting for the opportunity to explode, Hamilton
conveyed kinetic energy incessantly expressing itself in bursts of conspicuous brilliance.Their
respective genealogies also created temperamental and stylistic contrasts. Unlike Burr’s
distinguished bloodline, which gave his aristocratic bearing its roots and biological rationale,
Hamilton’s more dashing and consistently audacious style developed as a willful personal wager
against the odds of his impoverished origins. John Adams, who despised Hamilton, once



referred to him as “the bastard brat of a Scotch pedlar.” While intended as a libelous description,
Adams’s choice of words was literally correct.Hamilton had been born on the West Indian island
of Nevis, the illegitimate son of a down-on-her-luck beauty of French extraction and a hard-
drinking Scottish merchant with a flair for bankruptcy. In part because of his undistinguished
origins, Hamilton always seemed compelled to be proving himself; he needed to impress his
superiors with his own superiority. Whether he was leading an infantry assault against an
entrenched British strong point at Yorktown—first over the parapet in a desperate bayonet charge
—or imposing his own visionary fiscal program for the new nation on a reluctant federal
government, Hamilton tended to regard worldly problems as personal challenges, and therefore
as fixed objects against which he could perform his own isometric exercises, which usually took
the form of ostentatious acts of gallantry. Though he had not sought out the impending duel with
Burr, there was nothing in Hamilton’s lifelong pattern that would permit a self-consciously bland
and supremely triumphant refusal of the challenge. He was moving across the nearly calm
waters of the Hudson toward Weehawken, then, because he did not believe he could afford to
decline Burr’s invitation.3We actually know a good deal more about the thoughts in Hamilton’s
mind at this propitious moment. The previous evening he had drafted a personal statement,
which he enclosed with his last will and testament, declaring that he had sincerely hoped to
avoid the interview. Moreover, he claimed to feel “no ill-will to Col. Burr, distinct from political
opposition, which, as I trust, has proceeded from pure and upright motives.” What’s more, he
had decided to expose himself to Burr’s fire without retaliating: “I have resolved, if our interview
is conducted in the usual manner, and it pleases God to give me the opportunity, to reserve and
throw away my first fire, and I have thoughts even of reserving my second fire—and thus giving a
double opportunity to Col. Burr to pause and to reflect.” He did not think of this course of action
as suicidal, but as another gallant gamble of the sort he was accustomed to winning.4The usual
description of the duel’s location—the plains of Weehawken—is misleading. Indeed, if one were
to retrace the Burr-Hamilton route across the Hudson and land just upstream from the modern-
day Lincoln Tunnel, one would come face-to-face with a sheer cliff 150 feet high. Anyone
attempting to scale these heights would hardly be capable of fighting a duel upon arrival at the
top. The actual site of the duel was a narrow ledge, about ten feet wide and forty feet long,
located only twenty feet above the water. It was a popular spot for duels precisely because of its
relative isolation and inaccessibility. By prearranged agreement, the Burr party arrived first, just
before 7:00 a.m., and began clearing away the incidental brush and rocks on the
ledge.5Hamilton’s party arrived shortly thereafter, and the two seconds, Van Ness for Burr and
Pendleton for Hamilton, conferred to review the agreed-upon rules of the interview. It was called
an “interview” because dueling was illegal in many states, including New York. Therefore, in
addition to the established etiquette of the code duello, veteran duelists had developed an
elaborately elusive vocabulary, what we would now call the “language of deniability,” so that all
participants could subsequently claim ignorance if ever brought to court. None of the oarsmen,
for example, was permitted on the ledge to witness the exchange of fire. The physician, David



Hosack, was also required to turn his back to the proceedings.6Because Hamilton had been
challenged, he had the choice of weapons. He had selected a custom-made pair of highly
decorated pistols owned by his wealthy brother-in-law, John Church. Apart from their ornate
appearance, the weapons were distinctive for two reasons. First, they had been used in two
previous duels involving the participants: once, in 1799, when Church had shot a button off
Burr’s coat; then, in 1801, when Hamilton’s eldest son, Philip, had been fatally wounded
defending his father’s honor only a few yards from the site at Weehawken. Second, they also
contained a concealed device that set a hair-trigger. Without the hair-trigger, the weapon
required twenty pounds of pressure to fire. With the hair-trigger, only one pound of pressure was
needed. While Hamilton knew about the hair-triggers, Burr almost certainly did not.After
Pendleton and Van Ness loaded the pistols, which were smoothbore and took a quite large .54-
caliber ball, Pendleton whispered to Hamilton, “Should I set the hair-trigger?” Hamilton
responded: “Not this time.” As they prepared to take their designated places, then, both men
were armed with extremely powerful but extremely erratic weapons. If struck in a vital spot by the
oversized ball at such close range, the chances of a serious or mortal injury were high. But the
inherent inaccuracy of a projectile emerging from a smoothbore barrel, plus the potent jerk
required to release the cocked hammer, ignite the powder, and then send the ball toward its
target, meant that in this duel, as in most duels of that time, neither party was likely to be hurt
badly, if at all.7Burr and Hamilton then met in the middle to receive their final instructions.
Hamilton, again because he was the challenged party, had the choice of position. He selected
the upstream, or north, side, a poor choice because the morning sun and its reflection off the
river would be in his face. The required ten paces between contestants put them at the extreme
ends of the ledge. It was agreed that when both principals were ready, Pendleton would say,
“Present”; then each man would be free to raise and fire his weapon. If one man fired before the
other, the non-firer’s second would say, “One, two, three, fire.” If he had not fired by the end of the
count, he lost his turn. At that point, or if both parties had fired and missed, there would be a
conference to decide if another round was required or if both sides agreed that the obligations of
honor had been met.8Upon reaching his designated location, just before the final command,
Hamilton requested a brief delay. He pulled his eyeglasses out of his breast pocket, adjusted
them, then squinted into the glare, raised his pistol, sighted down the barrel at several imaginary
targets, then pronounced himself ready. Burr waited with patience and composure through this
delay. Not only is there no evidence that he had any foreknowledge of Hamilton’s declared
intention to reserve or waste his first shot, but Hamilton’s behavior at this penultimate moment
certainly suggested more harmful intentions. Why he would don his eyeglasses if he did not plan
to shoot at Burr remains a mystery.What happened next is an even greater mystery. In fact, the
contradictory versions of the next four to five seconds of the duel might serve as evidence for the
postmodern contention that no such thing as objective truth exists, that historic reality is an
inherently enigmatic and endlessly negotiable bundle of free-floating perceptions. For our story
to proceed along the indisputable lines established at the start, we must skip over the most



dramatic moment, then return to it later, after the final pieces of the narrative are in place.Two
shots had rung out and Hamilton had just been hit. The one-ounce ball had struck him on the
right side, making a hole two inches in diameter about four inches above his hip. The projectile
fractured his rib cage, ricocheted off the rib and up through his liver and diaphragm, then
splintered the second lumbar vertebra, where it lodged. Even with all the benefits of modern
medical science, the internal damage would have made Hamilton a likely fatality, most certainly
a lifetime cripple. Given the limitations of medical science available then, there was no hope.
Hamilton himself recognized his own condition almost immediately. When Dr. Hosack rushed
forward to examine him, Hamilton calmly declared, “This is a mortal wound, Doctor,” then lapsed
into unconsciousness.9Meanwhile, Burr seemed surprised and regretful at the outcome of his
shot. He started toward the fallen Hamilton, but Van Ness stopped him and ushered him away
from the scene and toward his boat, all the while shielding Burr behind an umbrella so that—the
deniability motive again—the members of Hamilton’s party could claim in some prospective
court that they had never seen him. Halfway down the path toward the river, Burr stopped and
insisted on going back. “I must go and speak to him,” he pleaded. But Van Ness refused to
comply and headed Burr into his barge and back across the river to New York.10Hosack half-
expected Hamilton to die on the spot. After a few minutes of ministrations, however, it was clear
that the unconscious Hamilton was breathing regularly, so they carried him down to the river. On
the trip back, Hamilton recovered consciousness for a time and muttered to Hosack, “Pendleton
knows I did not mean to fire at Colonel Burr the first time.” When one of the oarsmen tried to
move Hamilton’s pistol, which lay on the seat, Hamilton warned him, “Take care of that pistol; it is
undischarged and still cocked; it may go off and do harm,” clearly indicating that Hamilton
himself did not seem to realize the weapon had been fired. Upon arrival on the New York side,
he was carried to the nearby home of James Bayard, a longtime friend and political disciple,
where Hosack administered liberal doses of laudanum and waited for the end. Hamilton died at
two o’clock on the afternoon of July 12, 1804, surrounded by the Episcopal bishop of New York,
Benjamin Moore, as well as by David Hosack, Hamilton’s wife, Elizabeth, and their seven
surviving children.11The funeral two days later was an extravaganza of mourning. The
mahogany coffin was trailed by Hamilton’s gray horse, with his boots and spurs reversed astride
the empty saddle. Behind it marched his widow and children, the political and legal leaders of
the city, the students and faculty of Columbia College, bank presidents, army and navy officers,
local clergy and foreign dignitaries, followed by several hundred ordinary citizens. Gouverneur
Morris, an old family friend and Federalist colleague, delivered the funeral oration in an
overflowing Trinity Church.12The overwhelming popular consensus was that Burr had murdered
Hamilton in cold blood. The anti-Burr character of the newspaper stories fed the popular frenzy
with concocted claims (for example, Burr had worn a suit, specially prepared for the duel, made
of material that could deflect bullets) and melodramatic fabrications (for example, while
Hamilton’s widow and children shed tears over his dead body, Burr and his followers drank
toasts to Hamilton’s death in the local tavern, Burr only expressing regret that he had not shot



him in the heart). A wax replication of the duel depicted Hamilton being shot by Burr and several
hidden accomplices from ambush. The sign beneath the wax version read:O Burr, O Burr, what
has thou done?Thou has shooted dead great Hamilton.You hid behind a bunch of thistle,And
shooted him dead with a great hoss pistol.With indictments pending against him for both dueling
and murder, with newspaper editors comparing him to Benedict Arnold as the new exemplar of
treachery, with ministers making his behavior the centerpiece for sermons against dueling as a
barbaric throwback to medieval notions of justice, Burr fled the city in disgrace, not stopping until
he reached Georgia.13So there you have it: Hamilton safely buried and assuming legendary
proportions as a martyr; Burr slipping out of town, eventually headed toward bizarre adventures
in the American West, but already consigned to political oblivion. This seems the most
appropriate closing scene in our attempted recovery of “The Duel” as a famous and eminently
visual story.THE MISSING ingredient in the story, of course, is the four- or five-second interval
when the shots were actually fired. Postponing the recovery of this most crucial moment was not
only unavoidable—there is no agreed-upon version to recover—but also matches the historical
timing of the debate that generated the only evidence on which any narrative must be based.
Which is to say that, in the wake of the actual duel, there was another duel of words between
witnesses to the event, chiefly Pendleton and Van Ness, and then the inevitable collection of pro-
Hamilton and pro-Burr advocates who filled up the newspapers and pamphlets of the day with
corroborating testimony for their own conflicting versions.But before the after-action accounts of
the duel degenerated into a duel of its own, the only two eyewitnesses, Pendleton and Van
Ness, published a “Joint Statement.” Its chief purpose was to claim that both principals had
conducted themselves in accord with the code duello, so that even though the practice of
dueling was illegal, Burr and Hamilton had behaved according to the higher law of honor
appropriate for proper gentlemen. Along the way to that principled point, however, Pendleton
and Van Ness agreed on several significant particulars worthy of notice because of the light they
shed on the looming disagreement over what, in fact, had happened.First, Pendleton and Van
Ness agreed that both principals fired their weapons. There were two shots, not one. This was
an important fact to establish, because several published accounts of the duel by friends of
Hamilton, undoubtedly influenced by various versions of his preduel pledge not to fire at Burr,
had preemptively concluded that Hamilton had withheld his fire; that is, had not fired at all. Since
the sound of the gunfire was audible to Hosack and the oarsmen, even though they did not see
the exchange, no misrepresentation or falsification of this elemental point was feasible anyway,
unless the two shots occurred simultaneously. And Pendleton and Van Ness agreed that they
did not.This led to the second and most intriguing agreement—namely, that an interval lasting “a
few seconds” occurred between shots. Just how many seconds they could not agree on. They
did concur, however, that a discernible gap of time separated the two shots. One of the two
principals had fired first; the other had paused for a discreet and noticeable interval, and then he
had fired. The two shots had not gone off simultaneously.14It is not easy to square what was to
become the Hamiltonian version of the duel with this agreed-upon point. The crucial ingredient



in the Hamiltonian account was that Burr fired first. If one began with the assumption, as
Pendleton’s and Hamilton’s disciples insisted one should, that Hamilton arrived at Weehawken
with a firm resolve not to fire at Burr, then it followed logically that Hamilton could not have fired
first. Instead, Burr fired while Hamilton’s pistol was still raised in the air. The impact of Burr’s
round then allegedly produced an involuntary jerk on Hamilton’s trigger finger, which sent a
round sailing harmlessly above Burr and into the trees. Van Ness claimed to have revisited the
ledge the following day and found the severed branch of a cedar tree about twelve feet high and
four feet to the side of where Burr had stood. This rendition of the story was also compatible with
Hamilton’s remark in the boat afterward, when he seemed to think his pistol was still loaded. He
obviously had not realized that Burr’s shot had caused an accidental firing of his own weapon.
On the other hand, if one accepted the Hamiltonian version of the exchange, how could one
explain the interval between the shots? In the Hamiltonian account, the exchange would have
been nearly simultaneous.Although the Burr version of what occurred presents some problems
of its own, it is more compatible with the agreed-upon timing of the shots. According to Van
Ness, Hamilton took aim at Burr and fired first, but missed. Burr then delayed his shot for “four or
five seconds,” waiting for the smoke to clear from around Hamilton and also waiting for
Pendleton to begin the count—“One, two, three, fire.” But Pendleton’s attention had been fixed
on his own chief and he apparently had lacked the wherewithal to say anything in this drawn-out
moment of the drama. Burr then took it upon himself to fire rather than lose his shot. Hamilton fell
instantly. Van Ness was adamant about the sequence of events: “It is agree’d I believe, by all
who were within hearing, but particularly attested by Doctr. Hossack [sic], that several seconds
intervened between the two discharges; and it is also agree’d that Gen. H. fell instantly on Mr. B’s
firing, which contradicts the idea that Mr. B. fired first.” Van Ness went on to provide additional
detail about Burr’s behavior during the dramatic interval.On the point of the first firing … I was
never more confident of any matter subject to the examination of my senses. If any doubt had
ever existed it would have been removed by the following circumstances: 1st When Genl. H fired
I observed a jar or slight motion in Mr. B’s body, from which I supposed he was struck; but seeing
him immediately afterwards standing firm at his station—I concluded the wound could not be
serious. Under the impression still, however, that he was wounded, as soon as I had the
opportunity I enquired where he was struck?—and after explaining to him the reason of my
impression, he informed me that his foot had got upon a stone or piece of wood which gave him
pain and had sprained his Ancle.In other words, Burr’s instinctive reaction to Hamilton’s shot
was a discernible flinch and an impulsive physical jerk that Burr, seeking afterward to emphasize
his composure, blamed on a stone or piece of wood at his feet.15While the palpable detail of
this version has the ring of truth, and while the contours of the Burr story align themselves more
comfortably with the timing of the shots, two pieces of evidence do not fit. First, how does one
explain Hamilton’s obviously sincere conviction, delivered to Hosack and Pendleton in the boat
afterward, that he had never fired his pistol? And second, if Hamilton did fire at Burr, how does
one account for the severed branch so high above and off to the side of Burr’s position?There is



a plausible and quite persuasive answer to the second question, which will then lead us to a
plausible but more speculative answer to the first. The key insight, possessing the potential to
unlock the mystery produced by the contradictory versions of what happened during the duel, is
that both sides constructed their explanations around self-serving and misguided assumptions.
The Hamilton side needed to claim that their fallen chief was a martyr who had arrived at
Weehawken fully intending to expose himself to Burr’s fire without shooting back. The Burr side
needed to claim that their hero had behaved honorably, in accord with the principles of the code
duello, and, after exposing his own life to Hamilton’s pistol, had responded in kind but with better
aim. The Hamiltonian story required a distortion in the sequence of the exchange in order to
preserve Hamilton’s posthumous reputation. The Burr story required a distortion of Hamilton’s
honorable intentions in order to justify Burr’s fatal response. Both versions misrepresent what, in
all likelihood, really happened.Hamilton did fire his weapon intentionally, and he fired first. But he
aimed to miss Burr, sending his ball into the tree above and behind Burr’s location. In so doing,
he did not withhold his shot, but he did waste it, thereby honoring his preduel pledge.
Meanwhile, Burr, who did not know about the pledge, did know that a projectile from Hamilton’s
gun had whizzed past him and crashed into the tree to his rear. According to the principles of the
code duello, Burr was perfectly justified in taking deadly aim at Hamilton and firing to kill.16But
did he? This is not a question we can resolve beyond a reasonable doubt. In that sense the
secret is locked forever in the vast recesses of Burr’s famously enigmatic mind at that most
pregnant moment. But consider the following pieces of circumstantial evidence: By killing
Hamilton, Burr had nothing to gain and everything to lose, as he almost certainly knew at the
time and as subsequent events confirmed quite conclusively; Burr’s initial reaction to Hamilton’s
collapse, as described by both Pendleton and Van Ness, was apparent surprise and regret,
followed soon thereafter by an urge to speak with the wounded Hamilton; moreover, in the latter
stages of the preduel negotiations, when Hamilton’s side proposed that David Hosack serve as
physician for both parties, Burr had concurred that one doctor was sufficient, then added, “even
that unnecessary”; finally, when duelists wished to graze or wound their antagonist superficially,
the most popular targets were the hips and legs; Burr’s ball missed being a mere flesh wound on
the hip by only two or three inches, the damage to vital organs resulting from the ricochet off
Hamilton’s rib.17In the end, we can never know for sure. And it is perfectly possible that Burr’s
smoldering hatred for Hamilton had reached such intensity that, once he had his tormentor
standing helplessly in his sights, no rational calculation of his own best interests was operative
at all. What is virtually certain, and most compatible with all the available evidence, is that
Hamilton fired first and purposely missed. The only plausible explanation for his remark in the
boat about the pistol still being loaded is that he was semiconscious, in shock, and did not know
what he was saying. Or, less likely, that Pendleton and Hosack made it up to support their
version of the story. What is possible, but beyond the reach of the available evidence, is that Burr
really missed his target, too, that his own fatal shot, in fact, was accidental. Indeed, one of the
most disarming features of the Burr version—a feature that enhances its overall credibility—is



that it made Burr’s shot a more deliberate and premeditated act. (Why emphasize the interval if
one’s intention was to diminish Burr’s culpability?) In those few but fateful seconds, the thoughts
racing through Burr’s head would provide the ultimate answer to all questions about his
character. But they are, like most of Burr’s deepest thoughts, lost forever.OUR INTENSE focus
on what happened on that ledge beneath the plains of Weehawken makes eminent historical
sense, for the elemental reason that the Hamilton version of the story has dominated the history
books, and it is most probably wrong. But by straining to recover the factual ingredients in the
story, we have inadvertently ignored the most obvious question—namely, what were these two
prominent American statesmen doing on the ledge in the first place? Granted, they were there
because Burr challenged Hamilton, and Hamilton concluded he could not refuse the challenge
without staining his honor. But what had Hamilton done to so enrage Burr? And what was at
stake for both men that was worth risking so much?The short answer is that, just as there was a
duel of words after the actual duel—won by Hamilton’s advocates—there was also a duel of
words beforehand, which Burr won with equivalent decisiveness. The somewhat longer answer
is that the exchange of words that preceded the exchange of shots was itself merely a
culmination of long-standing personal animosity and political disagreement that emerged
naturally, in retrospect almost inevitably, out of the supercharged political culture of the early
republic.In the verbal exchanges before the duel, there can be no question that Burr fired first.
On June 18, 1804, he called Hamilton’s attention to a letter published almost two months earlier
in the Albany Register in which the author, Dr. Charles Cooper, recalled a harangue Hamilton
had delivered against Burr the preceding February. Burr was then running for governor of New
York and Hamilton had attacked his qualifications. Exactly what Hamilton said was not reported
in Cooper’s letter, but it concluded with the following statement: “I could detail to you a still more
despicable opinion which General HAMILTON has expressed of Mr. BURR.” The offensive word
was despicable. Burr wanted Hamilton to explain or disavow the word: “You might perceive, Sir,
the necessity of a prompt and unqualified acknowledgment or denial of the use of any
expressions which could warrant the assertions of Dr. Cooper.”18Knowing as we do that Burr’s
request triggered a chain reaction that eventually produced the fatal explosion at Weehawken, it
is instructive to note that neither Cooper’s letter nor Burr’s request mentioned any specific or
clearly libelous statement by Hamilton. To be sure, despicable is hardly a compliment. But
precisely what it referred to, or what Hamilton allegedly said about Burr, is unidentified. The core
of the complaint was hollow. Therefore, all Hamilton had to do at this propitious moment was
deny having said anything that could possibly fit that description, then express his personal
regret that such slanderous insinuations had been attributed to him in the press. Burr would have
had little choice but to accept his explanation.Hamilton, however, chose to pursue another
course. In effect, he used the inherent ambiguity of the offensive statement to evade any direct
response to Burr. He could not, he explained, “without manifest impropriety, make the avowal or
disavowal you seem to think necessary.” What’s more, the crucial word “admits of infinite
shades, from the very light to very dark. How am I to judge of the degree intended?” After



delivering a brief lecture on the vagaries of grammar and syntax, calculated to irritate Burr,
Hamilton went on the offensive. He felt obliged to object “on principle, to consent to be
interrogated as to the justness of inferences, which may be drawn by others, from whatever I
have said of a political opponent in the course of a fifteen year competition.” Burr’s own letter,
therefore, was a gross insult in its arrogant insistence “upon a basis so vague as that which you
have adopted.” Hamilton was certain that, once Burr recovered his wits and sense, “you will see
the matter in the same light as me.” If not, then “I can only regret the circumstances, and must
abide the consequences.” If Burr’s intention was to threaten him with the possibility of a duel,
Hamilton was not disposed to submit passively to such threats. He would issue his
own.19Hamilton’s fate was effectively sealed once he sent this letter. Not only did he miss the
opportunity to disown the offensive characterization of Burr; he raised the rhetorical stakes with
his dismissive tone and gratuitously defiant counterthreat. Burr’s response was incisively curt:
“having Considered it attentively,” he wrote, “I regret to find in it nothing of that sincerity and
delicacy which you profess to Value.” Then he raised the verbal game to yet a higher level of
insult: “I relied with unsuspecting faith that from the frankness of a Soldier and the Candor of a
gentleman I might expect an ingenuous declaration.” But such expectations were obviously too
much for such a duplicitous character as Hamilton, who lacked “the Spirit to Maintain or the
Magnanimity to retract” his own words.20Moreover, Hamilton’s complaint—that he could hardly
be expected to remember everything he had said over “the course of a fifteen year
competition”—inadvertently opened up a whole new and much larger field of conflict. In his
instructions to Van Ness, who had become his designated representative in the exchange, Burr
explained that the Cooper letter was merely the most recent libel against him by Hamilton. While
Burr claimed that he had always restrained himself when criticized by his political enemies, “in
regard of Mr. H there has been no reciprocity—for several years his name has been lent to the
support of Slanders.” Two years earlier, in fact, Burr had claimed to have confronted Hamilton
with a personal complaint about incessant vilifications of his character, and Hamilton had
acknowledged his indiscretion. Despite the apology and apparent promise to stop, Hamilton had
then resumed his back-stabbing campaign. According to Burr, the immediate incident only
proved that Hamilton’s libelous ways were incorrigible. Now, however, “these things must have
an end.”21As a result, the form of satisfaction Burr now demanded expanded beyond one single
utterance reported in an Albany newspaper. Van Ness relayed the new terms on June 25, 1804:
“Col: Burr required a General disavowal of any intention on the part of Genl Hamilton in his
various conversations to convey impressions derogatory to the honor of M. Burr.” Burr was now
demanding a general apology for all past indiscretions. He acknowledged that this represented
an escalation, but given Hamilton’s arrogant evasiveness, “more will now be required than would
have been asked at first.”22By now Pendleton had entered the negotiations as Hamilton’s
representative. He attempted to exercise his influence, as in fact the etiquette of the code duello
required, to find a way out of the impasse. Under Pendleton’s prodding, Hamilton agreed to a
statement disclaiming any recollection of the conversation as recounted by Cooper. That



conversation, as Hamilton now remembered it, “consisted of comments on the political
principles and views of Col. Bur … without reference to any instance of past conduct, or to
private character.” Hamilton saw fit to repeat his main point, “that the conversation to which Doctr
Cooper alluded turned wholly on political topics and did not attribute to Colo Burr, any instance
of dishonorable conduct, nor relate to his private character.”23Strictly speaking, Hamilton’s
concession should have been the end of it. Affairs of honor were supposed to involve only
personal charges. Political or ideological disagreements, no matter how deep, lay outside the
field of honor on which a gentleman could demand satisfaction. Hamilton’s distinction between
personal and political criticism was designed to change the dispute with Burr from an affair of
honor to a political difference of opinion. Technically, given the rules of the code duello, Burr
should have felt obliged to accept Hamilton’s explanation as the equivalent of an apology.Except
that Burr’s blood was now up. If Hamilton had presented his distinction between personal and
political criticism earlier, the affair would most probably have ended before it began. Now,
however, Burr would be satisfied with nothing less than a wholesale and unqualified apology for
all previous remarks about his personal and political character: “No denial or declaration will be
satisfactory,” Van Ness explained, “unless it be general, so as to wholly exclude the idea that
rumors derogatory to Col. Burr’s honor have originated with Genl Hamilton or have been fairly
inferred from anything he has said.” There must be no room in which Hamilton could maneuver;
it must be a blanket apology. “A retraction or denial therefore of all such declarations or a
disavowal of any intention to impeach Col Burr without reference to time and place,” Van Ness
concluded, “is the only reparation that can be made.” Later on, when this part of the
correspondence between the two sides was published, that eccentric Virginia statesman and
veteran of multiple duels, John Randolph, observed that Hamilton came off as “a sinking fox,”
while Burr was “a vigorous old hound” resolutely determined to hunt down his prey with “an
undeviating pursuit … not to be eluded or baffled.”24
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The First American: The Life and Times of Benjamin Franklin, Team of Rivals: The Political
Genius of Abraham Lincoln, American Lion: Andrew Jackson in the White House, Friends
Divided: John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin: An American Life, The Glorious
Cause: The American Revolution, 1763-1789 (Oxford History of the United States Book 3),
Alexander Hamilton, Revolutionary Characters: What Made the Founders Different, The Fiery
Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery, Washington's Crossing (Pivotal Moments in
American History), Washington: The Indispensable Man



Michael J. etc.,etc..., “Book Review Number Four: year 2018. Founding Brothers by Joseph
EllisHardcover editionSix chapters are presented, none dependent on the others (you can read
them out of sequence), the longest being about forty pages, with the layout being similar to that
used in the great book Profiles In Courage.The togetherness and unity of purpose, so necessary
during the Revolution, begins to erode on the road to the Constitution, yielding to a more
diverse spectrum of human passion. Fault lines, held in check by the necessities of war, become
increasingly apparent in the aftermath of peace. Here, deeper personal reflections take the
founders in opposing directions; loyalties are questioned; etiquette and protocol become
strained, in some cases fracturing those buried fault lines beyond the repair of civil discourse
and famously demonstrated in the duel between Hamilton and Burr.The plans and maneuvering
of the battlefield had now moved to the less bloody theatre of parchment, quills and tables.
There are no cannons here, but it’s clear to see that John Adams, by his own doing, set himself
up to be everyone’s favorite cannon fodder.A very well worded book, with gracefully crafted
sentences containing so much more that their initial brevity might suggest. For example,
Chapter Four, The Farwell: “Washington was the core of gravity that prevented the American
Revolution from flying off into random orbits, the stable center around which the revolutionary
energies formed.”Very good book. Recommended.”

Donald, “You Will Understand Them Much Better. When I started this book, I expected a
historical accounting similar to other books covering this period. But, Ellis’s book went much
further. Author Ellis enables a glimpse into the key figures and their issues during the country’s
first-generation administrations. This contentious period gave rise to political parties. Because
communications during this period depended on journals and mailings, ample written records
exist. I can’t imagine the amount of research it took to locate and examine these, but the results
are rewarding.The book dealt with such “behind the scenes” subjects as the reasons for the Burr-
Hamilton duel, the 1790 Quaker petition to end the African slave trade, and the formulation of
Washington’s Farewell Address. But, the book was highlighted by the evolution of the Jefferson -
Adams relationship: from friendship, to abhorrence; and after 12 years of silence, to
reconciliation. Ellis guides us through this relationship to their later years. Here, they have put
aside their individual differences to reflect, clarify the record, and focus on their places in history.
The book ends on a surprising note.This book was difficult to read. In explaining and analyzing
deep and subtle topics, the book’s sentences could be complex and the paragraphs lengthy. I
needed to re-read some sections to grasp their meanings. But, the extra time was worth the
effort.”

Leon Lam, “A pleasant reading. This is one of the most well-known work on early American
history. Ellis's argument of the gentlemanly American Revolution, which stresses consensus and



compromise, is persuasive. His analysis of John Adams is more sympathetic than the
mainstream view. This book is a good bridge to link general readership and academic
scholarship. In an era of polarizing politics and increasing hostile interaction between different
parts of the society, politicians and laymen alike should really look into the days of Washington
and understand some of the true values of American political structure.”

Dutch, “Mind of a scholar, pen of a poet. Joseph Ellis captures the heart and soul of the
revolutionary generation with his aptly titled “Founding Brothers,” a book that chronicles the
approximately twenty year period that followed the ratification of the US constitution, a period so
dramatic that no novelist could have written it. The book covers six key conflicts among the
founders of this nation, conflicts which typify their struggle to reconcile their disparate ideas on
public policy. It takes an in-depth look at the psychology of these first statesmen, their
ideologies, and the choices they make in the interest of national unity. Some of the highlights
include the Hamilton-Burr duel, the ever-contentious debate about slavery, the celebrity status of
George Washington (and the point-of-view of his detractors), the star-crossed presidency of
John Adams and his eventual correspondence with political rival Thomas Jefferson.Like a great
novelist, Ellis develops the character profile of each of the founding fathers with great care,
spelling out their personal political views (or lack thereof) and fleshing out all their idiosyncrasies
with such wry wit that one can’t help but wonder if he knew them personally. His prose is fluid,
elegant and often poetic; his historical acumen is unparalleled.The book is firmly rooted in reality
and rarely ever indulges in idle speculation or in tendentious commentary. I don’t know if this is
common, but I find it incredibly annoying when a historian takes it upon himself to editorialize
history. Leave Howard Zinn and Paul Johnson to write “A Pundit’s History of the United States”
and leave others to read it. I will take Joseph Ellis’ version, “A Scholar’s History of the United
States,” as this book should be subtitled. It is a true testament to the idea that one can write
about the past without inserting one’s own opinion of it. There is so much we can learn from
history if we allow ourselves to learn it objectively and draw our own conclusions as we study
it.Post-2000 readers should be warned about Chapter 3, which treats of the first congressional
debate about slavery, the darkest chapter in US history. Ellis does the best he can to be
diplomatic on this subject, even as many of the founding fathers were either apathetic, silent or
in favor of this horrible institution. Nevertheless, the task of the historian is to depict all sides of
the story, including the detestable. Some passages which he cites in this chapter (out of
necessity) will likely outrage contemporary readers. Readers who choose to skip this chapter for
this reason will not lose much, as each chapter is self-contained and could be read on its own.In
any case, Ellis’ book is a masterpiece, and the reader eager to learn about the history of this fun-
filled period will not be disappointed!”

Stuart W, “A history book that is hard to put down. Superbly written. Would recommend this book
to anyone interested in the period. Using an event to give context works very well. Nevertheless,



why is Abigail Adams not on the front cover? An honourary Founding "brother" if ever there was
one.”

Anonymous sw, “Excellent read. Excellent. Used to be taught by Ellis for a semester so very
pleased to reread it and now use the book with my own students in school.”

Marcello Venturelli, “Awesome book.. Awesome book. Must read !If you are looking for a history
book, full of details, written with passion and enthusiasm, this is it.Top notch service !”

The book by Joseph J. Ellis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,722 people have provided feedback.
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